
Improved Time and Cost 
Saving for a Leading Learning 
Company by Upgrading 
Development Process
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Our customer is the largest British owned education company 
founded in 1998 with more than 35,000 employees around 70 
countries aiding people to progress in their lives. They benefit 
school staff, students and parents with their educational services 
and products and they are headquartered at London and have 
offices across Europe, Asia and United States..

The customer followed the traditional development process and 
faced huge time consumption issue with their existing setup 
so adapting agile was complicated. They lacked the code of 
management techniques and upgrading was a huge task and 
also maintaining a track of it post the upgrade with relevant 
follow-ups was laborious. Hence, they wanted to migrate to a 
contemporary development process.

The major challenges faced by them were

 Component based architecture for FE

 Application set up issues

 Adaptation to new platform 

 Platform migration

 Delay in go-to-market time

 Numerous web services created chaos
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Aspire offered the customer with the following

 Migration services

 Designing a cost efficient platform

 Setting up Dev and QA infrastructure for build management

As the customer encountered problems in migrating and setting 
up new applications, our technical experts from Aspire came 
up with a strategy to plan and execute service migrations. Our 
development team

 Performed the source code management (SCM) 

 Automated and simplified the day to day task via Jenkins in the 
development process that eliminated TFS and helped build the 
infrastructure

 Migrated tools like TFS and TeamCity to a single build server- 
Jenkins

 Helped save cost on the chaotic multiple web servers by moving 
the services to the Docker container

 Created a pipeline between the Dev-QA team and the DCT Prod 
team for a quick process

 Prepared the build promotion strategy to deploy applications 
directly into production

 Implemented “Rolls”-AWS services with keys for security 
purposes

 Provided the best of branching strategy; build promotion, 
deployment methods to overcome the challenges

Their challenge of deploying to multiple platforms with the 
traditional set up was eradicated with our solution that enabled 
the application deployment into any platform. We also assisted 
them with direct deployment into the production that resulted in 
saving resource cost for the customer
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TECHNOLOGY 
SNAPSHOT Tools: 

Platform:

Languages: 

Bitbucket, Jenkins, Nexus, 
SonarQube, Docker, Jira & 
Confluence. Before migration 
(TFS, VSTS, TeamCity & 
Hosting manager)

Operating System - Windows, 
Linux, OSX; Cloud -AWS & 
AzurePL-SQL, JAVA, Shell

PowerShell, Shell, Batch & 
Python

Due to the migration from the traditional development process 
to the modern process, the client was able to fetch the following 
advantages 

 Legacy Modernization

 Increased efficiency of development process 

 Easy and quick build promotion to higher environment

 100% savings on using open source build tool 

 Efficient code set up and management

 Resource and time saving

 Quicker time to market

 Saved cost on using the agent slave nodes only when required

With the flexible deployment methods as the unique factor of our 
solution, the client was able to achieve their envisioned plan of 
migration to the contemporary development process.
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www.aspiresys.com

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.
Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted 
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s 
most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping 
them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of 
expertise. Our core philosophy of “Attention. Always.” communicates our 
belief in lavishing care and attention on our customer and employees.
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